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 Georges Fire Morning Update 
 
Lone Pine, CA, July 12, 2018  - The Georges Fire (lightning-caused) is currently at 
2,883 acres and is 42% contained. The fire is in Unified Command with SoCal Team 3, 
a Type 2 incident management team (assigned to the Inyo National Forest), and CAL 
FIRE. The fire started the afternoon of July 8, 2018. 
 
With a moderation in fire behavior, the evacuation has been lifted for the Whitney Portal 
area, including campgrounds, residents, and the Whitney Portal Store. The Whitney 
Portal Road was opened under the authority of the Inyo County Sheriff. The area was 
closed for the public’s safety due to the fire. The Eastern Sierra Visitor Center and the 
Wilderness Permit Office will return to normal business hours today.  
 
Yesterday, fire crews worked on strengthening containment lines. Helicopters continued 
to support fire suppression efforts with water drops as needed.  
 
There was no precipitation over the fire overnight. Firefighters will continue to mop up 
and patrol in the fire area. A general light southeast flow aloft will keep transporting 
moist and unstable air over the eastern Sierra leading to increased chances for showers 
and thunderstorms Thursday and Friday. Today will be mostly sunny becoming partly 
cloudy with isolated thunderstorms in the morning, scattered showers through the day, 
and thunderstorms in the afternoon. Tonight, scattered showers and thunderstorms are 
expected with showers and thunderstorms after midnight. 
 
There are 627 personnel currently assigned to the incident, including 19 crews, 31 
engines, 4 dozers, 8 helicopters, and 8 water tenders. Fixed wing aircraft is available 
upon request. 
 
Due to declining fire activity, there will only be a morning updates.  

### 
 
The Georges Fire is burning in an area designated as critical habitat for the Sierra 
Nevada Bighorn Sheep, a federally-listed endangered species. The Georges Fire is 
improving wintering habitat for the bighorn sheep. It creates patches where pinyon/ 
juniper canopy cover is reduced. This is beneficial for the bighorn sheep because the 
woodlands are habitat for predators, such as mountain lions. 
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